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Event overview
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Description Units Total

Residential 

customers

Business 

customers

Customers in 

vulnerable 

circumstances

Nr of customer supply interruptions during the incident period # 26705 24952 1753 343

Percentage of the company's customers affected % 3% 3% 3% 2%

Nr of customers experiencing supply interruptions less than 4 hours # 1958 1851 106 9

Nr of customers experiencing supply interruptions between 4 and 12 hours # 14661 13932 729 121

Nr of customers experiencing supply interruptions between 12 and 24 hours # 1610 1530 80 24

Nr of customers experiencing supply interruptions between 24 and 48 hours # 2537 2256 282 32

Nr of customers experiencing supply interruptions greater than 48 hours # 5939 5383 556 157

Freeze/ Thaw Overview

• In March 2018 a freeze followed by a thaw impacted water 

supplies to customers across the UK with the biggest 

impact on companies in the south east of England.  The 

incident for South East Water ran from the 3rd – 7th March

• Temperatures dropped as low as -11C, and swung from 

approx. -7C to plus 7.5C in 24 hours and caused leaks 

across the area but mostly (70-80%) on customers 

plumbing not our assets.

• The issue was widespread and put pressure on availability 

of alternative water supplies such as bottled water

• Due to the widespread nature and the                                     

numbers of customers affected the                                  

incident attracted significant media                                           

and political interest

• Ofwat promised a review of the event                                      

and threatened possible enforcement                                                               

if licence breaches were found.
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Description Units Total

Residential 

customers

Business 

customers

Customers in 

vulnerable 

circumstances

Nr of customer supply interruptions 

during the incident period # 26705 24952 1753 343

Percentage of our customers affected % 3% 3% 3% 2%

Nr of customers experiencing supply 

interruptions less than 4 hours # 1958 1851 106 9

Nr of customers experiencing supply 

interruptions between 4 and 12 hours # 14661 13932 729 121

Nr of customers experiencing supply 

interruptions between 12 and 24 hours # 1610 1530 80 24

Nr of customers experiencing supply 

interruptions between 24 and 48 hours # 2537 2256 282 32

Nr of customers experiencing supply 

interruptions greater than 48 hours # 5939 5383 556 157

Customer Impact

• A number of schools shut until supplies were restored

• Livestock owners (horses) and farmers (chickens, sheep 

etc.) were affected, especially as it was lambing season –

we provided static tanks, filled by bowsers for the worst 

affected.

• Our emergency plans meant there was minimal impact for 

hospitals, and bottled water was prioritised and delivered 

to vulnerable customers and care homes

• As we brought customer supplies back on line we 

experienced a number of water quality issues – mostly 

white water due to trapped air, or brown water linked to 

efforts to maintain supply (mainly in the Trosley Water 

Supply Zone on the 6th and 7th March).

WSZ Brown 

Water

Blue/ 

Green

General 

Conditions

Particles White 

Water

Chlorine 

T+O*

Earthy 

T+O*

Other 

T+O*

TOTAL

Best Beech 3 1 2 6

Charing 1 7 1 9

Cottage Hill 1 1 9 1 12

Cuckfield 6 1 1 10 2 1 21

Maidenbower 3 3

North Downs 1 1 2 10 1 1 16

Trosley 25 1 2 18 46

Weald 1 3 4

West Ashford 1 1

TOTAL 38 1 2 6 62 4 1 4 118



Overview of what happened during the event

• Several days of snow and extreme cold (-11C) followed by a sudden thaw led to a 20% increase 

in demand.  

• Although bursts did increase on our network, this only accounted for about 20% of the increased 

demand, the result was driven by customer bursts, or customers running their outside taps

• The sudden increase in demand emptied the service reservoirs in the impacted areas, and due to 

the complexity of the reservoir system, along with a number of key production sites and bulk 

supplies not being available, the service reservoirs took several days to refill.  Key issues:

• Planned maintenance and engineering schemes at Groombridge, Barcombe and Shellbrook

• Unplanned outage and frozen pipes at Groombridge, Arlington, Coggins Mill and Poverty Bottom borehole 

No. 4 (total of 18 Ml/d unavailable)

• Bulk supplies from Southern were not maintained, due to equivalent issues.  Reduced bulk supplies at 

Bottom Pond, Burham and Matt’s Hill (total of 18 Ml/d not available)

• Customer demand subsided by 90 Ml/d by the 7th March, enabling us to fill the reservoirs, and 

find and repair remaining bursts



Ofwat Report Summary
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SEW related comments in Ofwat report and specific letter
Key:

 = positive feedback

- = negative feedback

* This appears to be based on customer feedback to CC Water. Our call handling statistics suggest the call centre was busy but were able to handle volumes 

Area Ofwat report SEW Ofwat specific letter

Planning and preparation • SEW amongst others had assets offline for maintenance 

that had an impact on resilience -

• Incident planning well embedded in business

• Planning needs to be robust enough to deal with such 

extreme events -

• Responded very quickly to event

• Need to look at robustness of assets to such an event -

Incident response • SEW amongst others had reservoirs run empty during the 

event -

• Management of plans worked well, with clear reporting lines 

and escalation to, and involvement from, senior executives 

and the Board 

• SEW amongst others need to improve forecasting the

impact of such an event -

• Good work on reducing demand by finding and fixing leaks

• As all others issues with bottled water supplies –

• As with others some water quality issues reported to DWI -

Communication with 

stakeholders and 

customers 

• SEW sent letters to 50,000 customers as part of winter 

campaign

• Some SEW customers reported trouble accessing the call 

centre -

• SEW had a good approach for farmers and livestock

• SEW amongst others were over reliant on social media, did 

not contact with enough vigour and call centre unable to 

handle call volume - *

• The company worked hard to keep its customers advised, 

informed and updated

• Recognised that the company used a range of different 

channels to reach customers

• Commend initiative on setting up of team to deal with farmers 

and livestock

Vulnerable customers • SEW had detailed information on vulnerable customers • Positive steps to identify customers who might need additional 

support prior to the incident by promoting the company’s 

Priority Service Register

• Active in liaising with Local Resilience Forums, councils, local 

health services and charities throughout the incident

Compensation • SEW made rapid compensation payments above the 

statutory minimum

• SEW made rapid compensation payments above statutory 

minimum



Action Plan
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The structure of our action plan

• Was structured to align with Ofwats assessment

• Planning and preparation

• Incident response

• Communications with customers and key stakeholders

• Customers in vulnerable circumstances

• Compensation

• For each we provided:

• a summary of lessons learned, 

• a goal or objective we were trying to address, and

• the specific actions (with dates) that would achieve that goal

Note: several actions had already been completed by the time of publication
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Planning and Preparation
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Incident Response
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Communication with customers and key stakeholders
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Customers in Vulnerable Circumstances
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Compensation



Progress to date (end Jan 19)
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Governance on action completion

• Actions have been grouped into 4 workstreams, that align to the responsible departments

• Assets

• Operations

• Communications

• Customer Service

• Actions have been grouped into delivery phases, so it is easier to see if activities are on track

• Actions have been reviewed and updated monthly, with progress reported to the Executive, with the 

Board being kept aware.

• The progress on actions have been/ will be assessed through the annual SEMD audit and also through 

external assurance planned in March

• Progress will be published as part of our company monitoring framework report at the end of March
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Summary of action progress

Originally 61 actions, of which 16 had been completed at time of publication

Of remaining 45 actions:

• 21 fully completed

• 6 substantially completed (typically awaiting final signoff or majority (but not all) of capability in place

• 18 actions outstanding

Of the 18 outstanding actions:

• 5 are classed as on-going

• 11 on track

• 2 late (typically 6-12 weeks delay)
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Ofwat area Pre-action plan Oct – Mar 19 Nearly Complete

Planning and preparation • Review and update asset standards for lagging and trace 

heating (Action 1)

• Review the structure and numbers of personnel, including key 

suppliers, assigned to standby for periods of forecasted 

adverse weather (Action 4)

• Develop strategic resilience main schemes and submit as part 

of 2020 to 2025 business plan (action 13)

• Review how to make Barcombe treatment works more able to 

undertake planned maintenance without causing additional 

supply risk – included in 2020 to 2025 business plan (Action 

14)

• Develop a weekly operational risk report, to show headroom 

in each of our regions including major contributing factors 

(Action 15)

• Assess and treat current asset lagging and trace heating

(Action 2)

• Identify and deliver additional investment required for sites 

with missing or incomplete lagging and trace heating (Action 

3)

• Implement a major event simulation exercise for testing the 

plan (Action 5) – Project Zeus

• Develop an operational risk management tool with links 

between likely demand, available supply and storage to 

identify remaining headroom (Action 16) – RZ2 developed as 

minimum viable product

• Develop and agree a memorandum of understanding with 

resilience forums to clarify roles and responsibilities during an 

emergency (Action 6) – With forums for sign-off

• Develop an appropriate communication plan with the NFU to 

encourage farmers to become more resilient both to avoid 

bursts, and to cope with extended supply interruptions (Action 

7) – With NFU for sign-off

• Define a clear policy that supports the repair of customer side 

leaks, especially during emergency events (Action 9) –

Drafted and going through internal approval

• Publish asset investigation reports for the three impacted 

areas, including proposed investment to mitigate/ resolve 

underlying issues (action 12) – Drafted and being approved

Incident response • Complete an alternative water review, feeding in lessons 

learned from Freeze/Thaw event (Action 18)

• Embed preparation for seasonal issues as standard agenda 

items to key cross-business forums, and this to be embedded 

and detailed in the emergency plan as an aide-memoir (Action 

27)

• Define a standard design for alternative water stations, size, 

manning, security notices, traffic management, including 

lessons learned on location (Action 29)

• Update emergency plans, splitting out Security and Terrorism 

sections from general emergency – this will allow general 

access and training on the emergency plan (Action 30)

• Improve our approach to vulnerable customer alternative 

water deliveries, through support of resilience forums and 

local community groups; increased local stock of 100 pallets 

of bottled water; and new logistical vehicle for moving water 

(Action 20)

• Improve resilience of bottled water stations through more 

comprehensive training of alternative water standby roles, 

standard bottled water stations design, and standard set up of 

a station (Action 21)

• Improve the service levels and traceability of deliveries from 

Water Direct, supplementing this service with other water 

stock and considering a permanent alternative water manager 

role

• Contribute to the assessment review being undertaken on 

mutual aid, alternative water, crisis communication and 

emergency response (Action 31)

• Improve resilience at strategic infrastructure sites either with 

strategic storage, provision of larger static tanks and supply 

tankers (Action 19) – completed one site per month and have 

a hired supply tanker on permanent hire

Completed actions, 1 of 2
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Ofwat area Pre-action plan Oct – Mar 19 Nearly Complete

Communication to 

customers and 

stakeholders

• Review our processes for identifying customers preferred 

form of contact, and confirm our systems can appropriately 

hold this information (Action 32)

• Implement a customer care team standby rota to reduce 

response times in the case of incident management (Action 

33)

• Expand our existing standby rota for the call centre to allow 

ramp up for times where the risk if incidents increases and 

more customers contacts are likely (Action 34)

• Put in place more regular proactive communication for 

customers registered for our IN Your Area service and 

proactive texting customers for live updates (Action 36)

• Hold a workshop with local resilience forum members to 

define all communication channels available and 

understand local challenges – develop a memorandum of 

understanding between South East Water and parish 

councils on how to communicate during incidents (Action 

37)

• Develop a social media forecasting approach and review 

governance for social media during an incident (Action 39)

• As part of our Resilient Customer approach, develop an 

improved, stand-alone winter communication plan with 

improved messaging at the start of winter, and additional 

messaging when cold weather approaches (Action 40)

• Update our communications plan to include channels to 

communicate with retailers and businesses (Action 41)

• Hold a workshop with employees that hold communications 

responsibilities to review current practices and future 

communication tactics to maximise the use of all 

communications channels (Action 42)

• Provide customers with free winter kits – through save 

water. Save money website.  To include pipe lagging, 

outdoor tap guard, tap card to locate stop tap and winter 

advice leaflet (Action 43)

• Improve alignment of internal and external messaging so 

that staff always have the latest information to provide to 

customers (Action 46)

Customers in vulnerable 

circumstances

• Complete training for our field based agents to recognise 

vulnerability and ensure customer specific needs are 

recorded (Action 48)

• Improve our website with specific links to encourage greater 

awareness and sign-up for our PSR (Action 55)

• We have worked with other utilities to be consistent with our 

PSR definitions including a specific vulnerability code 

“Transient & Communication” to recognise and capture 

transient vulnerability (Action 57)

• Rollout Braille ID passes for external visits to blind 

customers, to identify genuine employees (Action 50)

• Continue to promote our services for customers in 

vulnerable circumstances at events in our region, to 

increase the number of customers on our PSR (Action 51)

• New strategy role to be created to improve our network and 

access to vulnerable support data (Action 58)

• Pre-arranged provision of bottled water to parish councils so 

they can distribute to customers that have not self-selected 

onto our PSR (Action 59)

• Implement TextLogic – a two-way service for deaf 

customers to contact us in an emergency 24/7 (Action 53)

Compensation • Develop a repeatable and assessment approach for

compensation in severe incidents (Action 60)

• Contribute to the consultation being undertaken by Ofwat on 

GSS standards (Action 61)

Completed actions, 2 of 2
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New capabilities – highlights since action plan

Planning & preparation

• ROSE (Risk of Supply Events) operational risk model. Now available for resource zone 2 and used to understand impact of outage on resilience of supply, and 

optimise production and storage for area

• Operation Zeus incident simulation event.  Undertaken in November 18 and witnessed by Defra representatives.  Incident team was tested on the emergency 

plan for a regional extreme weather event.

• Customer side leak repair policy in place and being undertaken in the Western region with excellent customer feedback.  Also supports reduction in leakage – a 

key customer priority.

Incident response

• We now have bottled water stocks strategically stored across our region in depots, with vehicles (hired) to enable us to move and deploy them more easily

• Standardised bottled water station design, alongside clearer roles, common equipment and manning and handover principles

• Improved contractual service levels with Water Direct, including improved tracking of stock and deliveries

• Key infrastructure resilience plans being put in place with hospitals

Communications with customers and stakeholders

• Ability to use texts and In Your Area map to drive more proactive communications

• Improved regular engagement with resilience forums on communication

• Improved winter campaign rolled out, including provision of free winter kits

• Improved incident messaging alignment with internal staff through changes to Gurgle intranet during incidents

Customers in Vulnerable Circumstances

• Braille ID and Text Logic to support customers who are blind and deaf 

• New Head of role to drive customer engagement and our approach to vulnerable customers

• Agreed provision of bottled water to parish councils to support non PSR vulnerable customers during incidents
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Remaining actions

On-going actions

Action Ofwat area Description Progress

8 Planning and preparation As an additional element of our catchment management programme, offer 

resilience reviews with farmers and livestock owners to help them develop

business continuity plans

Begun approaching farmers as part of catchment management 

activities

10 Planning and preparation Undertake appropriate critical infrastructure reviews with businesses to generate 

business continuity plans 

Currently undertaking one review per month (5 completed to 

date).  These are targeted at hospitals and prisons initially.

35 Communication with 

customers and key 

stakeholders

Capturing social media contact details in our billing system to help provide regular 

updates to customers

Field in High Affinity defined and currently capturing data of 

customers that contact us via social media

49 Customers in vulnerable 

circumstances

Review the process for passing information in respect of vulnerability to our 

external suppliers to protect and provide relevant details of their circumstances.  

This will include passwords to prevent possible bogus callers and be compliant with 

GDPR.

Password process now improved with supply chain to ensure 

that there is wider visibility of password requirement or where the 

job involves a customer whose circumstances make them 

vulnerable.

52 Customers in vulnerable 

circumstances

Continue to train customer facing teams to upskill on vulnerability, including 

dementia, autism, Samaritans and child protection

Programmes in place and staff being trained.  Training will be 

ongoing for new starters and refresher training, as required
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Action Ofwat area Description Required by date

11 Planning and preparation Develop specific resilience customer initiatives as part of our business plan for specific types of customers and incidents Starting Mar 19

17 Planning and preparation Include incident response tests into our Smart network trial and to include findings into forward rollout from 2020 – the rollout 

of Smart networks during 2020-2025 is included in our business plan

Nov 19

24 Incident response Purchase additional bowsers to handle an equivalent incident and install bowser filling points at all critical stores Dec 19

25 Incident response Replace current static tanks with lighter and more easily deployable static tanks Mar 20

26 Incident response Extend our current process for the capture, inclusion and sharing of lessons learned from incidents to include partners and 

stakeholders

Mar 19

28 Incident response Through the Water Resources in the South-East forum – review the possibility of joint company gold teams for regional 

events

Mar 19

44 Communication with 

customers and key 

stakeholders

Develop a geographically based communications crisis plan that captures local challenges and approaches Start Dec 18

47 Customers in vulnerable

circumstances

Develop new data mapping tools that will blend external data with our own to identify potential areas with high levels of 

vulnerability (i.e. pockets of elderly, disabled or unemployed customers)

Mar 19

49 Customers in vulnerable

circumstances

Make our dedicated vulnerable customers phone number a free phone number for our PSR customers Apr 19

56 Customers in vulnerable

circumstances

Work with local healthcare NHS trusts to include a leaflet to direct readers who need extra help to our customer care team –

following a successful trial with Kent Community Healthcare NHS trust

Mar 19

On-track actions
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Late or forecast late actions

Action Ofwat area Description Progress

23 Incident Response Develop the ability to supply livestock owns through the deployment of static tanks 

and allow farmers to collect and use bowsers, or fill them directly – Dec 19

Reliant on the replacement and deployment of current static tank 

stock, which are being replaced throughout the next financial 

year 

45 Communication with 

customers and key 

stakeholders

Re-design our community trailer so it can be used as a customer help point, at 

bottled water stations – Mar 19

Taking longer to agree the design and purpose of the trailer, with 

the work not planned to be completed until Jun-19



• External audit w/c 4th March for all actions completed by end March 19.

• Section in Company Monitoring Framework publication on Freeze/Thaw actions 

• Ongoing tracking of actions
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Next Steps


